PRESS RELEASE

The City of Ludwigshafen brings its siren network up to date
HÖRMANN Warnsysteme to install the complete siren warning system

Germany, Kirchseeon, May 25, 2021 - HÖRMANN Warnsysteme GmbH has received an order from the
city of Ludwigshafen to modernize its siren network, which until now has largely consisted of
electromechanical sirens. The German market leader for siren systems will supply and install a further
22 electronic outdoor warning sirens plus a control center. This means that the City of Ludwigshafen will
then have a comprehensive siren network with electronic outdoor warning sirens.
As a result of several major incidents in the past decades, the disaster control and fire departments in
particular have been committed to renewing the existing area-wide siren network to warn the
population using electronic outdoor warning sirens for mass warning and notification. The City of
Ludwigshafen is thus following the trend to electronic sirens. More and more municipalities are
deciding to rely more on the reliability of the outdoor warning siren again, in addition to using warning
apps such as the German app called NINA. The funding program of 88 million Euro announced by the
German government for the expansion of the siren network underscores this trend.
In the course of the next few months, HÖRMANN Warnsysteme will deliver and install 22 electronic
outdoor sirens of the ECN-D type. In addition to the sirens with power ratings of 1200, 1800 and 2400
watts or 115, 118 and 121 dB (A)/30m, a control center will also be set up. It will be used to monitor
and control the siren network. The siren pioneer, based in Kirchseeon near Munich, provides
installation and service via its branches spread throughout Germany.
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About HÖRMANN Warnsysteme GmbH
The reliable warning of the population against disasters is our concern. This is what we at HÖRMANN
Warnsysteme stand for with our expertise from over 60 years of developing and building sirens and siren
warning systems. HÖRMANN electronic sirens "Made in Germany" alert people worldwide to dangers such as
tsunamis, floods, fire, toxic substances or other disasters. Our experience combined with an absolute
commitment to quality has made us the market leader. In development and production, we rely on Germany as
a business location. Founded by Dipl.-Ing. Hans Hörmann as a two-man business in 1955, the outdoor sirens laid
the foundation for today's HÖRMANN Group with over 27 subsidiaries in the business segments Automotive,
Communication, Engineering and Services and around 3,300 employees. More about HÖRMANN Warnsysteme:
www.hoermann-ws.de
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